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About company

The story begins almost 20 years ago. Unitary Enterprise "RubyStar" was 

established in spring 1997 as a cargo sales agency. 

In 2002 UE "RubyStar" was transformed into an Airline. 1st Air Operator 

Certificate (AOC) was issued by State Aviation Committee of Belarus in 

August 2002 and since then it is constantly renewed. 

In September 2002 "RubyStar Airways“ received notification from the 

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) with the assignment of 

three-letter code RSB and telephony designator RUBYSTAR which 

made it formally possible to start domestic and international flight 

operations. The 1st airplane in the company was a small pax aircraft L-

410. But later "RubyStar Airways" found its niche in air market in Belarus 

and was transfigured into air cargo carrier. 

“RubyStar Airways” is one of a few 

private airlines in Republic of 

Belarus and at present it is a 

steadily growing cargo Airline with 

fast and flexible policy in the field 

of air cargo transportation.
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Participation in third-party audit programs

The Airline developed documented procedures 

corresponding to ISO 9001: 2015, such as Quality 

Policy, Quality Manual (РК-2018), instructions 

describing the activities of the Airline, methods, 

technologies and others.

Dichenkov is the senior-auditor of compliance with the 

international standard quality system ISO 9001: 2015. He 

has been taking part in third party audits since 2006. He 

performed in total more than 70 audits.

UE "RubyStar" developed and implemented Quality Management System "Performance of 

commercial air transport and aircraft maintenance" (hereinafter - QMS). In 2016 QMS was certified 

by International Certification Organization “TUV THURINGEN” for compliance with international 

quality standards systems DIN EN ISO 9001: 2015.

Internal audits were carried out in accordance with the 

approved annual programs. Effectiveness control of 

preventive and corrective actions is under constant 

review and laid down in "LogBook of Registration of 

Discrepancies".

Risk's identification is carried out and measures for their 

control are fulfilled in accordance with the requirements of 

the Standard. Their statistics and monitoring  are being 

regularly collected and stored.

The issues of services provision quality management, 

flight safety management and aircraft maintenance 

reliability constitute a single control system, that is

reflected in the Policies and “Business Plan of Airline's 

Development Strategy for 2018”. Quality Management 

control in the Airline is performed by Anatoly Dichenkov, 

Deputy Director of Quality.



Our certificate



The current operating fleet

3
aircraft

IL-76TD

Reg.# EW-383TH

Reg.# EW-412TH

Reg.# EW-449TH

In accordance with the 

development strategy we made 

plans for nearest future:

Modernization 

of Airline's fleet

Airline's fleet 

expansion with 

Western 

production 

aircraft

5
aircraft

AN-12

Reg.# EW-275TI 

Reg.# EW-338TI

Reg.# EW-483TI

Reg.# EW-484TI

Reg.# EW-485TI

1
aircraft

B-747 400
Reg.# EW-511TQ

Installation of equipment to 

ensure compliance with 

requirements of ICAO and 

P-RNAV (RNP-1)



Geography of flights

The main regions of flights are Belarus, Europe, 

Middle East, Southeast Asia, Africa, South and 

Latin America.

5
continents

countries

>90



Key operational partners and suppliers

The major international business partners and customers of our 

services for the transportation of goods are the leading brokerage 

companies in the world, such as for example:

Chapman Freeborn Airmarketing Gmbh

(Germany)

Air Charter Service Ltd 
(United Kingdom)

DYNAMI AVIATION 
(France)

NEO Air Charter GmbH 
(Germany)

PANALPINA 
(Luxembourg)

Ruby Star Airways fruitfully cooperates also with many dozens of other large and small companies 

from all over the world.

The Airline cooperates with numerous 

organizations such as

SE "Antonov“ (Ukraine), 

JSC "IL"(Russia), 

"Saturn"(Russia), 

SE "Progress"(Ukraine), 

SC "MotorSich"(Ukraine),

"Belavia Airlines“(Belarus),

"Airline Transaviaexport" (Belarus),

"Belaeronavigatsia" (Belarus), JEPPESEN,

Boeing Corporation (Boeing Company),

«Pratt & Whitney» United Technologies,

Volga-Dnepr Technics Moscow LLC,

Silk Way Technics,

AEROSIGHT LTD,

Flight Simulation company Group 

and many others. 

Engineering and Aviation Department staff takes 

training courses and recurrent training at the 

Belarusian State Aviation Academy

AERO DELUX SHIPPING
(United States of America)

GSA
(USA, Canada, Mexico, South America)



The initial training

The initial training of pilots and navigators are held in certificated flight and 

navigational educational higher institutions of Civil Aviation including 

International Training Centers (for B-747-400 crews) on relevant specialities

and programs approved in accordance with ICAO International Standards.

Initial training are held in the Civil Aviation educational institutions 

certified in a proper manner by authorized state body in the field of Civil 

Aviation while studying exploitation and operation  of a certain aircraft 

type  in accordance with approved training  programs (curricula). 

Pilots and navigators

Board engineers, flight radio operators and 

flight operators

Holders of crew member’s 

Certificates

Holders of crew member’s certificates (Pilot’s 

License, Navigator’s License etc.) who have 

no gap in flying work must fulfill successfully 

the following established procedures:

testing of professional knowledge 

in the speciality;

full flight simulator; 

flight check by instructors/examiners.

pretraining and preflight training;



Scheduled Training

Scheduled training is conducted under the Contract in the State 

educational institution "Belarusian State Academy of Aviation“and Flight 

Simulation Company Group (Simulator Training Agreement for B-747 

400 Full Flight Simulator) in accordance with the approved curricula in 

the following fields:

Specialty

The volume and content of 

approved training 

programs and courses are 

contained in a certified 

documentation of Civil 

Aviation higher education 

institutions.

The English 

Language

Simulator 

Training

Dangerous Goods 

Transportation by Air

Specialized courses for 

Instructors/Examiners

Aviation 

Security

International Flights 

Operation

CRM

(human factor)



Flight safety policy

High level of flight safety is the main priority in all our activities. We are committed to developing, 

continuously implementing and improving strategies and methods to ensure that our aviation activities 

evolve in a balanced distribution of the Airline's resources to achieve the highest level of flight safety 

and compliance with national and international standards when providing our services.

Ensure that all staff is provided with adequate and 

appropriate flight safety information.

Provide sufficient quantity of qualified and trained human 

resources to ensure flight safety.

Continuously improve flight safety processes and 

Quality Management System.

Ensure that the resources provided are in accordance with 

our flight safety standards.

Render support to flight safety management by allocating 

all relevant resources, that will lead to an organizational 

culture that encourages the introduction of safe practice 

sand facilitates the effective presentation of safety data 

and exchange of this information, and as well  actively 

manages flight safety by giving to their results the same 

value, as to the results f other management systems of 

the Airline.

Clearly define for all personnel (for both:  managers and 

ordinary employees)the scope of their duties and 

responsibilities for ensuring flight safety.

Develop and apply processes for identifying hazards and 

managing risk factors, including the hazard reporting system, 

in order to eliminate or reduce risk factors for flight safety.

Ensure that no action is taken against any employee who 

reports a safety problem through the hazard reporting 

system.

Impose flight safety management as the first duty and 

responsibility of all managers and employees.
To determine and evaluate our effectiveness in ensuring 

flight safety in comparison with realistic flight safety 

performance indicators.

We commit ourselves to:



Our main goal in the field of quality is maximum relevance forcustomers and ensuring high 

competitiveness in the domestic and foreign markets in the field of air cargo transportation and 

maintenance of aviation equipment.

Quality policy

Continuous improvement of the quality of methodical and 

logistical support of business processes on the basis of the 

process approach and risk-oriented thinking, as well as the 

introduction of modern programs and technologies in the 

field of aviation equipment modernization and flight safety.

Continuous improvement of the quality of the 

organization of activities for the implementation of air 

cargo transportation, technical maintenance and repair of 

aviation equipment taking into account the changing 

needs of the market.

Improvement of the Airline management system based 

on modern management methods of the organization, 

continuous improvement of the quality management 

system processes that meet the requirements of the 

International Standard ISO 9001: 2015.

Maintaining the high qualification and motivation of flight, 

engineering, and management personnel through the 

creation and implementation of a personal assessment 

system for each worker.

Desired goal is achieved by solving the following tasks:

Increasing the volume and expansion of aviation 

transportation regions as a basis for attracting additional 

resources, improving the qualification and practical skills of 

the personnel, developing a base for the modernization of 

aviation equipment.

Creation of a system of permanent professional training in the 

field of quality management for all employees of the Airline.

Maintaining a high degree of competitiveness of the Airline, 

as one of the conditions for ensuring the necessary level of 

customers satisfaction.

The Airline management assumes the responsibility for implementing this Quality Policy and guarantees the allocation of resources 

for the implementation of these tasks.




